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                    ENGLISH- (Optional) 
    English  Prose,  Drama  and  Novel 

     INSTRUCTIONS:  1.   Indicate the question numbers with sub-divisions correctly. 
   2.   Write legibly and answer to the point. 

      I . Answer any THREE of the following questions choosing at least One from PART-A  
and One from PART-B:                     03x10=30 
      PART – A 
       a. How does Sherlock Holmes solve the mystery of missing the bridegroom?. 
       b. Give a detailed account of Gandhiji’s views on women. 

 c. What is the difference between people who are ignorant and the people who have desire to learn? 
         PART –B 

       d. Discuss ‘The Merchant of Venice’ as a romantic- comedy. 
       e. Write a summary of the Trial Scene, showing how the tables turned upon Shylock.  

 f. Estimate Jane Austen’s place and influence in the history of the English novel. 
 

     II . Answer any FIVE of the following questions choosing at least TWO  from PART-A  
and TWO  from PART-B:                     05x06=30 
     PART – A 
       a. Why has man been hunting wild animals since he come on earth?. 
       b. How did the Bishop of Startford begin his day? 

c. What should be the goal of the University Education. 
d. How will men and women fill their ever-expanding leisure, according to Huxley? 
e. Did Sharma succeed in voicing his Protest to the manager’s proposal?  Give reasons to your answer? 

      PART –B 
      f. Being out the interest and importance of the casket scene. 
      g. Discuss the dramatic importance of the Jriat scere and write an appreciation. 

        h. Write a character sketch of Antonio. 
i. Present a note on the meaning and significance of the Title ‘ Pride and Prejudice’.  
j. Write a character sketch on Catherine deBourgh.  
 

    III . Explain with reference to context (ANY THREE) :                  03x05=15 
   a. In respect of the art of  life, Our people must be set aside as unqualified Practioners.  
      b. They are trophies, moreover, that one can show with pleasure and pride, for they have cost no lives. 
      c. He felt a youngish and rather rowdy fifteen. 
      d. She was not the type of modern girl, with the modern girl’s habits and lack of poise. 
      e. Of course, pleasure covers a whole variety of feeling and shades of feeling. 

        f. He shouldn’t have been weak with his sons and given him his old silver watch. 


